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Russian Embassy
representative
visits campus
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A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community
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perspective
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Evgeny Agoshkov. from
the Russian Embassy, visits
campus to give students

Spring break trip
to help impoverisned

the opportunity to travel
to his country | Page 3

By KristenVasas

As the writers
are returning,
so are the shows

Reporter

After suffering from the
three-month-long writers
strike, America's favorite

ENOCH WU

'"fBGNWIS

CAMPAIGK TRAIL: Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.. a candidate in the 2008 presidential elections, speaks about his platloim at meet and gieet m Charlie's Restaurant in Perrysburg.

shows will finally have
new episodes that will air
in the coming months

|P*r»7
U.S. government
attempts a make
up with Britain
After making an

Campaignin' McCain
ByK.llyDay
Campus Editor

"administrative error,"
the Bush administration is
working hard to find its
way back into Britain's
good graces
| Page 6

The value society
places on being
skinny is disgusting

With the Ohio presidential primary less than two weeks away,
the major contenders are scouring the Toledo area, looking for
every last vole they can find.
The first to make a stop was
Sen. lohn McCain, who rode
the "Straight Talk Express" into
Perrysburg yesterday morning

gone on to win the presidency.
"I don't want to break that
precedent," he said. "I've got to
win Ohio."
It looks like McCain will
get the opportunity to compete in Ohio's general election
next fall. McCain has been
the steady front-runner in the
OOP race. After the Wisconsin
primary Tuesday, McCain has
921 delegates compared to the

for a meet and greet at Charlie's
Restaurant. Senators Barack
oli,HI!.i I) 111 and Hillary
Clinton, D-NY, are also scheduled to hold rallies in Toledo this
weekend. All three will be competing for their parties' respective primaries on March 4.
McCain stressed the importance of his Ohio supporters'
votes. Since 1964, he said, every
president who has won Ohio has

next closest Republican candidate. Arkansas Governor Mike
Iluckabee's 245, The Associated
Press reported. McCain needs
1,191 delegates to win.
But McCain's campaign may
have hit a road-block the day
before he arrived in Northwest
Ohio, when an article in
See MCCAIN | Page?

According to columnist

MAYOR QUINN'S BEST BETS

Ally Blankartz. the
pressure placed on youth
to be thin is unacceptable

INM
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Commit to
commitment
Columnist Jess Hylton
stresses the importance of
being committed to your

Nice guys don't
always have
to finish last
Basebal coach Danny

Whtn: Sept 29. 2007
Homecoming
Wag«r: Fly opponents flag at
City Hall for a week
Winner: Mayor Quinn

BGSU Football vs. Tulsa
Whtn: Jan. 6. 2008 - GMAC Bov
Wager: 12 trees
Winner: Tulsa

Quinn vs. Finkbeiner
Free throw contest
When: Feb 10. 2008
BG/Toledo B-ball game
Wager: Fly opponents flag at
City Hall for a week
Winner: Mayor Quinn

Schmte hopes the
predction for Falcons to
finish last in the MAC East

ayorLJuinnsa in

sparks motivation

Bowling Green mayor makes bets against University rivals for city pride
By Scott Recker

Reporter

John
Quinn

Gambling is not alwaysa vice or an irresponsible action, because sometimes it
advocates a sense of needed interest in
a community event.
The week after the men's basketball
team defeated Toledo, the Howling
Green flag flew high in the rival town,
not because of a Palcon victory, but
rather because of the free throw shooting of Mayor lohn Quinn.
During half-time, Mayor Quinn and
the Toledo Mayor, Carleton Pinkbeiner,

Mayot of Bowling Gteen
who won his bet
against rival Toledo

squared off on a little rivalry of their
own, shootingfree throws with the loser
having to fly the other town's flag for a
week.
Mayor Quinn said the foul shooting challenge was fun because he was
directly involved in the competition.

"We're going to be learning

about how people are creating
communities with many different cultures workingtogeth
er without damaging an) of
the traditions associated with
them," FREEDOM member
(.abrielle (Tiapman said. "We'll
be taking what we learn and
bringing it bark here.'
The iion-hiriMuh.il group,
which calls for the promotion of social justice, cultural awareness and the art of
human expression, will he collaborating with the Southwest
Good Samaritan Ministries in
South Texas,
While there, students will

significant other | Page 4

BGSU Football vs.
Western Kentucky

Spring Break is right around
the corner, and students across
campus have begun dreaming
about tropical getaways and
relaxing vacations.
But while some students are
planning their perfect weeklong paradise, Others are preparing for seven days spent
building a house tor an impoverished family and learning
about political refugees.
Beginning the I ridaj before
Spring Break, the students
involved In the social justice
group IUII DOM will embark
on their week-long trip to South
Texas and Mexico while their
peers head oil to the beach,

"It was a little different than a bet.
it was more of a competitive kind of
thing." Quinn said. "But I think it
brought some attention to the game
and it's obviously a big rivalry."
He also praised Pinkbeiner for being
interested and competitive,
"I thought he was a good sport for
just coming down here because he
had to know that it would be a hostile
crowd," Quinn said.
The foul shooting contest was not
See MAYOR I Page 2

attend a series of workshops
about political refugees, political and cultural relations
between the U.S. and Mexico
and the social and economic
conditions of bonier cities and
refugee neighborhoods.
"The issues we will be discussing are all very important
ones that alien [the lexanand
Mexican! people on a personal
level" President Rachel sample
said. "As of right now. I'm run
really sure what those concepts
mean, and through this trip
we're going to learn about these
issues and be able to take them
back to BGSU with us in order
to make a difference."
And though students will
be engaging in conversation
about the issues being discussed, they will also have the
opportunity to participate in
experiential and service-learning opportunities.
"I know one of the topics
being discussed will be about
the controversy surrounding
the proposed international
fence on the U.S. and Mexican
border." Sample said. "\ftei
the discussion, we will be visiting areas where the fence is
supposed to be built in order
to understand what we're
talking about."
Similarly, in order for the
group to full) experience the
social and economic condl
tionsof refugee neighborhoods,
members will be visiting an
impoverished neighborhood
See FREEDOM; Page 2

ASHLEY THURN
Junior, Early Childhood
Education
:i

"Well I should tell the
hottest girl thank you."

Donation continues 'Building Dreams'
By Kelly Day
Campus Editor

I P>«| 4

TODAY
Snow Showers
High: 28. Low: 18

TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High: 31. Low: 15

k

The University met its $120
million Building Dreams
Campaign goal in December,
but that hasn't stopped donors
from giving.
University alumni Robert and
Patricia Maurer gave the latest
gift last Friday — $1 million to
endow a professorship in the
College of Business, which had
already surpassed its individual
goal of $10 million.
With the addition of the
Maurer Professorship, the
College of Business has raised
more than $13 million, while
some other colleges are still try-

ing to reach their goals.
The purpose of the Maurer
Professorship, officially called
The Robert and Patricia Maurer
Family Distinguished Endowed
Professorship in Accounting,
is to help recruit or retain an
esteemed accounting professor, College of Business Dean
Rodney Rogers said.
The Maurers are both longtime residentsofBowlingGreen.
Patricia operates Greenbriar
Inc.. a property management
company, and Robert practices
law at Maurer, Newlove & Bakies
LLC. Both studied accounting
at the University.
"We, as a family, have a goal
and a desire ... to strengthen

the accounting department at
Bowling Green State University
by this addition of the professorship. We hope that it will, we
think that it will, and if it does,
that it will help create a better business college for BGSU,"
Robert Maurer said at the gift
presentation last week.
"If it does that, BGSU will help
retain and help attract more
students, and thereby become
a healthier, better institution.
We think if that happens, that
will help our whole city and our
community of Bowling Green,"
he said.
Professors indeed make
See DONATION | Page 2

US embassy
set on fire
By Slobodan Lekic
The Associated Press

BELGRADE, Serbia — Serb rioters broke into the U.S. Embassy
yesterday and set fire to an office
after a large protest against
Kosovo's independence that drew
an estimated 150,000 people.
Masked attackers broke into
the building, which has been
closed this week, and tried to
throw furniture from an office.
A blaze broke out, but firefighters
swiftly put out the flames.
See EMBASSY I Page 2

CITY
BRIEF
Former President Bill
Clinton to come
to Bowling Green
in support of wife
NBCL'4 reported last night that
former President Hill Clinton
will be stopping in Bowling
(ireen to campaign for his wife,
Sen. I Hilary Clinton.
The Toledo news station
reported that the former president will hold a "Solutions for
America" rally at 4:15 p.m. on
Sunday at the Bowling Green
Community Center at 1245 W.
Newton Road. No additional
information was available at
press time.
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MEETING AND GREETING:

I ons. spcilsabout his pbtform.n
burg Ohc.

MCCAIN

"I know Ohio is divided about this war.
We all know that sacrifices have been

From Page I
Wednesday's New "i c >i k. I imes
. whk li questioned the sena
lor's abiliti to avoid conflicts
of interest, citing, among other
things, hi'- relationship with a
inn.ilc lobbyist and Ins permit
ling other lobbyists to volunteei
for his campaign.
BeforearrivinginPerrysburg,
\li ( ,1111 held a pressconfereni e
yesterda) in foledo in address
the New 'iiuk I imes'charges.
Mi ( .mi harshlj criticized (he
-iui\ ,n the press conference,
\r reported, ,uul he declined
in commenl further ilurinn his
c ampaign stop in Perrysburg.
Despite the controversy, ihe
.mall (liner was packed lull of
McCain supporters
many
HI whom said the allegations
won't impact their votes.
Universiij Board ol rrustee
Michael U ilcoxwasai ilie diner
.mil said lie knows McCain and
his wife personally. Hesaid allegations made in the article were
"complete stupidity."
Inledo resident Hob Giardi,
,i corrections officer ai the
Monroe
i ounty
Sheriffs
I tepartment, said he thinks the
sum will "blow over" ami is
liisi someone trying lo smear
Met ain's name.

Ami ii won't impact college
student I isa Herman's vote

CORRECTION
POLICY
i factual errors
■
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made.... I know we can succeed."
either, she said. I lerman, who
is inline Tin spring break from
college in Pennsylvania, said
McCain's charactet is whj she
will consider voting for him.
"If there's any reason thai
I would support McCain, it is
because he has integrity and
he's served his COUIIIIN vet)
honorably," she said.
\i his campaign stop w iei
day, McCain stumped on die
major issues upon which he has
lunh his campaign.
It elected, \w < ain said he
would continue to serve the
country by imprm ingtheecon
om\. providing routine health
care foi war veterans and win
ningthewarin Iraq
"I know Ohio is divided

about this war," he said. "Weall
know that sacniic es have been
made, lint thank (aid none ol
us an. dn ided in out sii|i|iiiii
lor the men and women who
are serving in this war. I know

we can succeed."
Mi I ain also said he would
veto any earmarked hill that
(Kissed his desk.
An earmark is when a lawmaker sets aside a ( ell,un |ior-

MAYOR
From R

the only spmis challenge
made In the Mayor this year.
He also engaged in the battle
ol ihe Bowling Green's, when
the football team defeated
the Western Kentucky team.

and Mayor Quinn presented
vet anothei Hag foi a town
to fly.
The oiiK oilier challenge
of the year was during the
(,\l \( howl againsl lulsa.
liven though the I alcon foolball team was mil able to pic
vail, they were able lo lend a

helping hand.
"Tulsa has had horrible

■

Quick Fact
Instead of a
birthday cake,
many children in
Russia are given a
birthday pie.

ice storms this winter and
they had a devastating Inss
of trees," Quinn said. So the
bet was for twelve Irees, hut it
was our intention thai even if

Bowling Green won the game
we were going lo send twelve
trees to lulsa."
In the future Quinn said
he would like to challenge
a big lime program, regret

3 to 4 Bedroom Houses
*
Pets Allowed

tionofmonej from an approved
spendingbilltofinanceaspecial
project-often in that legislator's
home state or district
In ihe lasi iwo years,
President George W. Hush
signed S35 billion worth of
these earmarked work bills
into law. McCain said.
"\h friends, that could have

been a Si.ooo tax credit for every
child in America." hesaid.
I hose are just a lew changes
Mc( ain plans in make. Overall,
McCain promised as president
he would "inspire Americans
in serve a cause ureatcr than
sell interest."
Kill McCain will first have
lo inspire the country lo vote
him into office. Ohio republican voters will choose between
McCain and Huckabee in ihe
March -1 primary.
Clinton and Ohama will gel

their chances to win Northwesl
Ohio voles this weekend lot"
the March I primary Clinton
will speak at Whit more High
School tonight at 9 p.m. and
Ohama will speak al Savage

Hall at University ol foledo
Sunday at 1 pin.

ling not trj ing to make a
wager againsl Vandeiliill
during last year's women's
March Madness.
ii we're ever playing a big
team, or were in a NCAA

basketball tournament, that
would he a challenge I would
like lo make.' Quinn said.
University
promotion
director
Brian
Delehoy,
whose department pitches
spurts challenge ideas to
the mayor, said the wagcis
increase
( (immunity

awareness.
When we put these
together we put out a
press release lo lei everj
one know," Delehoy said. "I
think it heightens the level
ol interest from a community standpoint.''
Delehoy said the Mayors
have been verj receptive and
quite interested in the sports
challenges, some even seeking revenge for next year.
( any told me he wants
a rematch next year on his
own turf al Savage Hall,"
Delehov said.

an impact at the University.
Within a 30-year career, a professor will interact with roughly 5,000 students, said Mania
l.atta, associate vice president
for University advancement
and director of development.
With that much interaction,
quality of teaching becomes
a priority, lingers said he and
other faculty members in the
College of Business will not
only select a good researcher,
but also an excellent teacher
and someone who is knowledgeable about the business
world. The search committee may use the professorship
to retain an internal professor or recruit one externally.
Rogers said.
The Maurcrs' SI million gift
will yield nearly $50,000 per
year —forever.
According to a draft document of the professorship
agreement, 75 percent of that
$50,000 will go directly to the
professor each year, while 25
percent will be used at the
professor's own discretion.
lingers said the 25 percent,
about $12,500, could be used
to pay for graduate research
assistants, travel expenses to
present research or to purchase research databases.
The75 percent,about $37,500,
would lie added to a base
salary, which range from an
average of $69,687 for associ-

BLOTTER

"That really is the
donors' passion. No

DONATION

WEDNESDAY

matter what a donor

12:03 P.M.
Baked beans were reported thrown
on a vehicle parked on South Grove
Street.

gives to, they want to
benefit our students."

k

Jim Beaverson | Gift Planning
through scholarships. There
have already been 466 scholarships established during the
campaign, totaling more than
$40 million, Beaverson said.
But whether the money goes
toward a building, professorship or scholarship, Beaverson
said any gift given to the campaign is ultimately benefiting

From Page 1
Authorities drove armored
jeeps down the street and fired
tear gas to clear the crowd. The
protesters dispersed into side
streets where they continued
clashing with authorities.
The neighboring Croatian
Embassy also was attacked by
t he sa me group of protesters.
In
Washington,
State
Department spokesman Sean
McCormack said the U.S. ambassador to Serbia was at his home
and in contact with U.S. officials.
Serbia has "a responsibilitynow
10 devote the adequate resources
to ensure thai that facility is protec ted." McCormack said.
The protesters appeared to
have been in the Embassy's consular building area. McCormack
said. U.S. security officials and
Marine guards were in a separate
pan of the compound, the chancery, but no staff were present at

"That really is the donors'
passion," he said. "No mailer
what a donor gives to, they
want to benefit our students."
Although
the
Building
Dreams
Campaign
has
already raised more than
$126 million, il will continue
until December 2008. But
even then, the University will
likely launch a new campaign.
Beaverson said.
"The trend in higher education is you're always in campaign mode.'1 hesaid.
Several individual goals
are still to be met before Ihe
campaign's conclusion. The
colleges of Arts and Sciences,
Health and Human Services.
Musical Arts, Technology and
Firelands have yet to meet
their goals, according to the
Building Dreams (ampaign
Website.
Rogers said the College of
Business has been fortunate
to have so many generous
donors. With degrees in busi
ness. lingers said alumni often
have lucrative" careers, putting them in a good position lo
help the University.
"With that kind of wealth
comes responsibility." he said.
That is a responsibility the
Mauiers haven't taken lightly.
I be Maurer family recently

a distinguished professoi to
the campus or to retain one
already employed by the
University.
"With Ibis position you're
recruiting a leader, and a leader COStS more money." hesaid.
I he Mauiers'gill is the sixth
of seven endowed professorships in the College of Business
and one of 10 given among all
colleges during the Building
Dreams Campaign.
lint Beaverson, administrative director and assistant
director of gift planning,
said this type of gift isn't the
most common. Beaverson
said contributors often like to
give directly to the students

complete blotter list

EMBASSY

the students.

ate professors and $91,999 for
lull-time professors, according
to the Office of Institutional
research Web site.
lingers said the financial
incentive is meant to bring

ONLINE: Go to rjqnewuom for the

the Embassy, he said.
More thanadozen nations have
recognized Kosovo's declaration ol independence on Sunday.
ini hiding the United Slates, '
Britain. Prance and Germany.
But I he declaration by KOSOI i is
ethnic Albanian leadership has
been rejected by Serbia's govern
nienl and the ethnic Serbians
who populate northern Kosovo.
Russia, China and numerous
Other nations have also condemned the declaration, saying
it sets a precedent that separatist groups around ihe world will
seek lo emulate.
Kosovo, which is 90 percent
ethnic Albanian, has not been
under Belgrade's control since
1999, when NATO launched air
Strikes to halt a Serbian crack
down on ethnic Albanian separatists. A ll.N. mission has gov-

contributed $200,000 to the
University libraries and have
also donated to the President's
leadership
Academy.
President's Club, falcon Club
andWBGU-PBS.
The Maurers are folks
who are clearly supportive of Bowling Green Slate
University," Rogers said.

erned Kosovo since, with more
than 16,000 NATO troops and
Kl on. a multiethnic force, policing the province,

That house will be more than those people

FREEDOM

have right now though,

From Page 1

and that will make the difference."

and a children's home in Mexico.
While there, they will help
members of SWGSM build a
casita, or "little bouse" for a poor

area family

However, alter spending time
in Impoverished and dilapidated Mexican cities, the members
will then pack up and bead lo
Padre Island, a well-known and
ixipnlar resort site. The location
change will work to contrast the
poverty experienced in Mexico

"The bouse they build will
be very small — only one room
— and far from the homes
that these students grew up
in," PRPPDOM advisor Bill
Thompson said. "That house
will be more than those people
have right now though, and thai
will make the difference."
During their time spent in
the deserts of South Texas, the
students will live much like the
residents of the towns they are
visiting. Regular amenities like
daily showers and regular meals
will be limited.
"We take for granted so much,
like running water and food and
shelter," Sample said. "Not having those is essential on this trip
because it makes you realize
what you have and why others
might not have it."

with nearby American wealth.
"The change from one place
to another is really going to slims
how [unfair] and terrible this situation is," Sample said. "People
are living 20 to 30 miles away in
wealth and are not doing any
tiling for those living in poverty.
It's very disheartening."
And though the groups' trip
may lie far removed from the
paradise most college students
experience during Spring Break,
main take away memories that
cannot be replaced by late nights
and partying.

Newlove Rentals

"I like to call these trips transformative because it entails students confronUng someone who
comes from another culture
and causes them lo think about
what's important in their life."
I honipson said. "It motivates
them to do something meaningful and life is all about doing
things to make the world better
lot all people."
Similarly, students who have
participated In one of the three
previous trips with EREEDOM
feel the experience is a monumental one.
"These trips have changed
my life." said Sample, who also
went to the South Bronx this
fall. "Ibey renew the sense of
connection on a large field and
make you realize that with that
connection we have to act in
order to make a difference."

• 734 Elm St. - $785
•210 Liberty -$775

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

S$S

www.newloverentals.com

* TAX REFUND •

ECCA

1045 N.Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

TIRE SME

NEW TIRES II ALIGNMENT I MECHANICAL I OIL CHANGE

FREE

! Alignment Check
•>•' ■ W< A.,
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Student Housing

meccabg.com
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I Central* King 3115 King Rd.
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[Pem/sburg
25998 N Dole H*y
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5832 Monroe SI

419842-8473
419893-7242
419873-0911
419-696-1863
419382-6984
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Fremont ©
Wnl Toledo
NorthTowne
South Toledo
Franklin Part

1925 W SUM St
2779 W Central
222WAIens
750 S Reynolds
5022 Monroe a

419-332-3261
419-479-7010
419476-7121
419435-3033
419-475-4671
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Truck S Farm
Bowling Giwn
Monroe, Michigan

7171 Onward Cmr
532 linos Ave
999 S Mam Si
1986 N Telegraph

419-861-19191
419891 -7973II
419352-57881
80O-)»8-60O91
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GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events taken liom evemsbgsuedu

9:30am -8p.m.
Battleground States 2008
Conference
5rd Floor Union

7 a.m. - 5 p.m.
SMART Applicants Notified
to Interview

History
comes to
life with
dinner
theater

Ffiday.Februafy22.2008 5

HAWAIIAN ICE-CAPADES

abroad in Russia
By Adam Louis
Reporter

134 Founders

Students and faculty
celebrate Black History
month in good taste

7:45-1015 am
Admissions Guidance
Counsler Advisory Board
Meeting

By Steve Kunkler
Reporter

201 Union

8 d.m. - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #8
ISO Union

8 a.m.-I lp.m.
Muslim Student Association
Prayer Room
204 Olscamp Hall

8 a.m. -1 p.m
Transfer Visit Day
306 Union

9 am
Battleground States
Conference
314 Union

II am - ? Dm
Black History Month
Luncheon
Falcon's Nest Union

2-8p.m.
Battleground States
Conference Head Quarters
309 Union

:,m.
Battleground States
Conference
308 Union

50 pm
EMBA Weekend Meals
209 Union

Leaders in Residence
Awards Reception and
Ceremony
Common's Dining Room

6:30-9 p.m.
Spring Shabbat Dinner
208 Union

Blown Away: The Wild
World of Weather
112 Physical Sciences Lab Building

Opera Theater: Orpheus in
th Underworld
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center

9 -11 pm
UAO presents, "American
Gangster"
Union Theater

2pm Sunday
Climbing Competition
Student Rec Center

The University is bringing
back favorites for "The Best
of Dinner Theatre!" for the
20th year, an annual event
celebrating Black History
Month.
The event will feature
comedian lay Lainont. with
students and faculty combining their talents to help re-create some of the memories of
past dinner theaters.
Sheila Brown, director for
the event, said plans are made
for the program throughout
the year culminating in the
performances this weekend.
Plans for the event are
worked on year round with
auditions held in October.
While Brown has been busy
preparing for the event, she
knows her husband, Angelo
Brown, the assistant director of Academic Investment
in Math and Science, is also
heavily involved.
"I get the credit, but he is
the wind beneath my wings,"
Sheila said.
While Sheila Brown and
her husband have been busy
with the performance, Sheila
said the success will be up to
the students participating in
the event.
One such participant is Kelli
Brown, a senior majoring in
math, who has been involved
in several dinner theaters over
the years.
Brown will be performing
as a Tina Turner dancer for
one of the skits.
There are a variety of ways
in which students are able
to participate. Students can
act, play instruments or work
as crew members backstage.
Sheila said.
In all, there will be between
80-90 people involved in putting on the event. Sheila said.
Among those participating is Edmund McDougle, a
senior majoring in computer
science who first participated
in 2004. McDougle has performed in skits featuring MC
Hammer and has also performed as Michael lackson in
the past.
"I hope people enjoy the
memories brought back from
students portrayals of certain
eras," McDougle said.
While students will be heavily involved, faculty members
also will be performing in a
couple of the skits.
Linda Dobb, executive vice
president and secretary on the
Board of Trustees, will be one
of the faculty involved in a skit
parodying the movie "Sister
Act".
Dobb, having seen past
performances, was asked by
Sheila Brown to perform in
this years event. Dobb accepted without hesitation.
"I had gone to (the show] as
an audience member. I really
enjoyed the performance, so
when Brown came to me and
asked if I wanted to be in it I
jumped at the opportunity,''
Dobb said.

Preferred
Properties Co.
■

Embassy rep visits

TREVOR IEE
CUTTING EDGE: BGSU students enjoy themselves at the Tropical Luau Student
Skate.

A representative from the Russian
embassy in Washington came
to campus yesterday to help give
students the opportunity of a lifetime — the opportunity to visit
the Motherland.
Evgeny Agoshkov is the acting director of the Russian
Cultural Center at the Embassy
of the Russian Federation
in Washington, D.C. The
RCC opened in 1999 and was
designed to expose and educate
Americans to various aspects of
Russian tradition and culture,
Agoshkov said.
Agoshkov heard of BGSU when
he and Cierman-Russian instructor Anastasia Alexandrova met
at a national conference in
Washington D.C. in October
last year. At the conference the
University was working on a
course designed to help students
adjust to Russian life before leaving for the foreign exchange program, Alexandrova said.
"I would like to present different programs 20 Russian universities," Agoshkov said.
While a majority of programs
will offer courses that focus on
the study of Russian language,
Agoshkov said the opportunity is
open to all majors. Students have
the option of studying in Russia
for a four-year degree and two or
three years of graduate programs,
he said.
"It is a unique opportunity to
come here and participate in different events," Agoshkov said. "I
hope that we can share some of
our ideas [forStudent programs].
I'm sure it will be beneficial on
both sides."

German-Russian department
chair Timothy Pogacar saw the
possibility for many more opportunities for students through the
meeting with Agoshkov.
"We'd like to discuss potential for other kinds of field work
for students and perhaps forms
of service-learning," Pogacar
said. "I think there's a lot of
potential there."
Agoshkov came from a small
town in rural Siberia and started studying languages at age 7.
After graduating high school, he
went to Moscow State Linguistic
University, wstudying mainly
French and English. Agoshkov
was awarded a grant to study
one year in the US. In 19%, he
attended Oglethorpe University
in Atlanta, majoring in journalism. Agoshkov stayed for six more
months when one of his professors, who was a producer with
CNN, helped him get an internship at CNN. When Agoshkov
returned to Russia, he rose to
the position of news anchor
for Channel 1 in 2001, a major
national news station.
After working with Channel
I for five years, Agoshkov was
offered a job with the embassy in
Washington by the Russian foreign minister in 2005.
"What I do now is a lot different
from my Iwork as a journalist],"
Agoshkov said. "I am going back
to the field I studied at the university, which I view as a very good
thing. My parents dreamed of me
being a diplomat."
Russia has 62 embassies all
over the world, Agoshkov said.
While the U.S. has six embassies
in Russia, the Russian Embassy
in Washington is the onlv one in
the US.

The Tech Trends series is an exploration
of the issues and trends in technology
teaching and learning.
The series is sponsored by the Information
Technology Committee (ITC), the Office of the
Executive Vice President and the Office of the
Chief Information Officer.

Vista and
Office 2007
Tuesday, Feb. 26, 2:30 p.m
206 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
DeVaris Brown, academic relations manager
for the Heartland Region of Microsoft
Corporation,will provide an overview of Vista
and Office 2007. In this presentation he will
be demonstrating the capabilities of each
and the extended functionality and increased
productivity provided to users by this
software partnership.
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Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts. "Newly Renovated"

For more details on this presentation
and the Tech Trends series, visit
www.bgsu.edu/offices/cio/page26134.html
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1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
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"If were ever playing a big team, or were in a NCAA basketball tournament, that would be a challenge I would like to make. - Mayor John Quinn on what his next sporting challenge may be. [see story, p. 1]
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What did the last text message you received say?
"How's your day
going?"

ADRIAN BAKER.
Semoi -.put enteipttst

21

"Shut your pie hole!"
(From Samantha
Bland, right).

"Come on. make

"When does your

haste! "(From Gina

spring break start?"

k

VISITUSAT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on

Rossi, left).

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion lor
JERRSON DAVIS.
Junior, Liberal Studies

SAMANTHA BLAND.
Sophomore Diaterxs

aGINAROSSI.
Senior. Biology

a question7 Give us your
feedback at bqnews.com

ITS ALL IN YOUR HEAD | A LOOK AT MENTAL HEALTH

CHECK OUT THE FORUM VIDEO BLOG!

Pressures to be thin
affecting our children
"No parent should
See our columnists in a whole new way on YouTube!
Take a look at our first video blog post from Jess Hylton. When she wrote about partial
birth abortion, you responded, and now shes taking on your arguments.
Check it out at www.youtube.com/TheBGNews.
Stay tuned for more videos from Forum columnists —and let us know if you
film your own response!

Go ahead, make it the real thing

1i

"Individuals seem content to have
'open relationships' or have 'something'
with someone, but without any sort of
commitment or knowledge of the person.'

I was talking toa friend of mine
the other day about the pros
and consol being in it relationship, Onepoini he made was
thiit in inipsi cases, a relation
ship will fail during college, so
win even try?
Many (il my friends feel this
way.Yei ihej enjoj and desire
the companionship ol a sig
mliiant other. Often, people
i know will have "someone"
hut consider them merely a
means to eliminate loneliness.
I his is a difficult concept foi
me in grasp si>. mj question
becomes: why nol try?
I do nut need to be with
someone, and no person
should believetlu\ do. in fact,
ifsomeoneisnol content being
alone, they should not be in a
relationship I >ependency on
another person for your happiness will eventually fail.
However, when I spend a
good deal (it time with some-

mil'who shares a mutual

attraction, it becomes very
hard for me to keep the
relationship surface-deep. I
will want to get to know the
pei sun. Also, I will want that
person to know me. And this
eventually leads to a desire lor
some form of commitment
Individuals seem content to
have "open relationships" or
ha\ e "something" with someone, but without any son oi
commitment oi knowledge of
the person. I suppose it might
not always be hurtful, hut that
is one bandwagon I would like
to slay dear of. It cannot he
easj to remain so emotionally detached from men or
women you share intimate
moments with. I would think
it would cause some pain to
know someone looked at you
as a bod) rather than a human
being and thai they would be

just as content to have someone else in your place. This
may be different lor men and
women, but I would not think
that difference was enough to
change a lot.
Can someone he truly content waking Up Witha new person every day. week or month?
Most of us are in college, and
many desire ID have a good
lime and not to he constrained
lo one person, lint then again,
why nol try? II someone is
going to "he" with a different
person all the time, why not try
to hold on to just one? That way
\ on achieve not only a physical
companionship, hut an emotional partner as well. Whereas
physical intimacy is fun, mental intimacy is a closeness that
can hardly he matched.
See HYLTON | Page 5
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ever have to endure
their child battle an
eating disorder."

While browsing MSN.com
recently I stumbled upon a story
featured on "The Today Show"
that I found quite disturbing,
I he story w-as about a girl with
an eating disorder — nothing
new. right?
The sad part: She was ten
years old when she developed anorexia.
lining disorders are not new
to our culture. We've grown used
to the notion of women, and
now some men, taking extreme
measures ti > It ise a lew pounds.
Typically though, the age at
which eating disorders are manifested is the upper teenage years.
The social pressures of our
education system are displayed on the bodies of these
young people, usually in their
later high school or early college years. < )ur society turns
a blind eye and accepts girls
who endure eating disorders to
obtain model-like Ixxlies.
Why an- we, as a culture, so
c ibsessed with skeletal figures?
(iirls who resemble corpses
more than human beings. I don't
understand how a prolniding
clavicle is considered attractive.
Now pre pubescent girls fed
the urge to starve themselves
lo obtain that "perfect body"
Personally, I am appalled that I
live in a culture where children
are feeling pressure from society
to lx' "skinny."
As a society, we are regarded
as some of the most beautiful
people In the world Apparently,
the "starved look" is in. It's repulsive thai we now have to endure
the sight of small children main-

taining the look of death, all to
impress boys who barely know
how to work their own parts.
What business should a
10-yeai-nld ever have with the
concept of dieting? Most adults
don't even know how lo diet correctly. And now our children feel
Ukethej have the whole process
figured out
What could possibly drive a
child to fed like they need lo be
skinny? Look no further than
our culture at large. The media
have always been at the core,
and always will be. It's futile to
even attempt tobringacase
against the them. People have
been blaming them for years and
nothing has happened
We arc living in a culture
where it is now acceptable lor
children to starve ihemselves
to lx1 considered beautiful.
Imagine for a minute dial you
are a parent and your fourth or
fifth grader is struggling with
an eating disorder. No parent
should ever have to endure theii
chiM battle an eating disorder,
hul to haw a child who hasn't
even reached puberty yet fed
the need to diet through Starva
Don is unfathomable.
Ten years of age should never
be an age of body image concern. When a child is 10, they
should lie thirsty lor knowledge.
They are at anageol swirl
development, gaming academic
knowledge and learning social
skills. The last thing that should

Anoth er
column
about love
ANDREW HOOVER IGUESI COLUMNIST
lienjamin Swanson asserts that

to say that there is something
wrong with homosexuality or
to label someone's sexuality as
a sin debases their love |"You
can't tell me what love is," l:eb.
18|. This is the focal point of
the argument and the problem
With secular humanism and
moral relativism altogether.
The two points he makes
support the argument that our
world lacks absolute truth, for
many people in today's world,
your truth is your truth, and untruth is my truth. Yes. we may

bdieve one thing over another,
hut that doesn't take away from
l he fact thai there is one absolute Truth thai will be revealed.
The love that Swanson
speaks ol is not love in its
entirety, I will go so far as to
s.i\ that an understanding
of love in ils true form would
reveal that homosexuality, as
Swanson puts it, "a desire to
conned with someone of the
same sex — emotionally, physically, and spiritually." is not
love, but rather lust.
Recognizing that not all
heterosexual love is pure, I

make the distinction that the
heterosexual love I speak of is
pure. Swanson shoots down

his argument by saying that
homosexual "love" is the best

thing they have,
He sells short the humanity
and dignity of these persons by
not giving the recognition to
the fact (hat there is something
heller, something more fulfilling than homosexuality. Ii isn't
about who you are. how you
were made or what you believe
presently. The truth is that in
See HOOVER | Paqe 5

SeeAUY|Page5

LETTERSTO THE EDITOR
Roll over needs to stay,
or it is stealing
I was so furious when I read
that meal plan rollover will be
eliminated for all students on
the last day ol Spring semestei
2009. The first thing that came to
mind when I saw this was that
the University and Gail Titian
are stealing from the students.
The money we put on our card
isjusi that: our money There is
no reason that themoneyweput
towards our meal plans should
be taken away from us. Titian
brings up the fact that it will go
towards Mac I lonald I lining I lull
renovation. It is,in extremely
bold move to tell us students that
whatever monej you don't spend
we are going to take from you
and put il towards a new cafeteria. Hnan is making it very haul
for me as a student. I use loans
to pay lor tin meal plan and I
don't want my loan money Ixing
taken away from me lo renovate
a cafeteria thai I've only eaten
al once since I've been here. It's
a slap in the lace to lake monej
from the people that make the

existence ol the University possible. I hope this decision is
not set in stone, because the
integrity i if li( iSI I will lx- diminished. - Brittany I). Washington
Sophoniorejournalism/Women
Studies

Republicans, it's time to
catch Obama fever
A plea to Republicans:
On March I. vole lor liarack
Obama Yes. Vole fix Obama.
Why would I dare make such a
dastardly request? Because voting for (Jbania in the primaries
benefits everyone. At thispuint,
lohn McCain is your Republican
presidential nominee. The game's
over. I liK'kahce better get on his
knees and beg lor a sweel spot in
the next administration. Hither
that, or get on his knees and pray
Tor a miracle. But I've got a hunch
he's probably already doing both.
So. on March 4 you can make an
idealistic stand in support of the
Republican Fatty by voting for
McCain. ()r waste your vote on
the I luckster. Or the third option:
catch Ohania-fcvcr, bain' look.

THE BG NEWS
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I'm not saying you have lo vote
for Obama in the general election.
I in ahead and vole Republican In
the fall. But wouldn't you rather
have Obama as your second
choice instead of I Hilary Clinton?
I think one tiling many Dems
and idl Republicans can agree
on: we don't want I Hilary Clinton
in the White 1 louse! look, kudos
to the llillarites.lt would be
dandy to have a woman in the
White I louse, agreed. Bui I Hilary
(Union is not that woman we
need. It's time for teal change in
this country, not another re-run.
We \ e already had two Bushes,
we don't need two Clintons So
Republicans, if you want to realty
lake a stand against the forces
of Clintonian evil in March, vote
Obama. 1 promise you, your
cot iservative souls will still be
intact afterwards. You can still
vote for McCain in the fall. But
don't put all your eggs in McCain's
basket. Democrats have been
turning out in record numbers
in the primaries, and (Kills have
shown the country will likely
elect a Democrat in November.
If I Hilary's the Democratic

nominee, and Met ain does
lose in the fall - well, you get the
picture. Would you rather have
Obama or Clinton in the White
1 louse? It's your call. Ohio is a
critical battleground slate, one
that 1 Hilary is hoping lo win. If
she does win in Ohio, we may
lx.' Viva-La-Clinlon in 05). And
if there's one thing I agree wiih
Republicans on, it's that we don't
need another Clinton in the White
I louse. So. vote for Obama in the
primaries. I .el's make sure we
don't lake another step backwards
in this country. I leek, you might
even decide to ride the Ohamavvave all die way into November,
lust don't tell your conservative
friends - Zach Myers lunior,
liberal Studies

Too understand the Iraq
war, listen to a solider
Responding to die article
"listing the dead in opposition"
Iteb. 19|, I am simply distraught
and outraged by die misleading
Information that was published
while interviewing students from

DAVE HERRERA. SENIOR EDITOR
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KELLY DAY, CAMPUS EDITOR
TIM SAMPSON. CITY EDITOR
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ADDIECURLIS. PULSE EDITOR
CHRISTY JOHNSON. SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR
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the College Democrats. Being
a veteran bom < Iperatjon Iraqi
freedom, I fed thai the students
that played a role in the protest
against the war in Iraq did not
obtain the correct statistics about
11 ti ■ h iss of life for our military
personnel i just recently checked
that as ofh'h. IB, the-US death
toll is 4.43 I. which is a huge difference bom 3338. And fora
student to say thai the protest was
in noway meant to dishonor the
Soldiers, are you serious? Ifytiu
want to get a point across, have
your lads straight particularly
regarding an issue thai is almost
like a "slap" in the face to the
brave men and women who lost
their lives defending your
freedoms on a daily basis.
Second, how can students
respond by giving statements
such as "I do not support the war
... I support the soldiers." How
are you supporting the soldiers?
What exactly are students around
campus di ling ti > show support!
Students throughout campus
should take notice in what
Brett I lolden and the Veterans
Assessment and Sen ice Team

have done with my unit, the
1 •18th, while we were over there
and continue to do so with them
again in preparation for another
lour in Iraq this March. Iliey
die true supporters who sending
cards of support, can' packages
and even helping out families of
kwed ones who an1 going over
there and defending our freedom,
finally, if students really want
to know what is going on in the
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, they
should go and listen to what the
soldiers that have been over diere
haw lo say. There is a big difference between learning from a
person that has been on the front
HlKS to a person with a microphone and camera who publishes
articles only pertaining to death
toll or loss of life, and the negative
events that transpire for the military armed forces on a daily basis.
That is the only way that students
will fully understand what is taking place. That way the students
here and throughout the country
will be in more support of the war
effort and the soldiers.
- Sgt. Aaron Zdawczyk lunior,

History

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS ate generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attack, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or 'Guest
Column" All submissions are sub
|ect to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the jiew ol The BG News
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HYLTON
From Page 4
No individual should be "just
another notch on the bedpost."
A one night stand, or "shacking," does not seem worth the
cost of losing the opportunity to
gel to know the person.
I would also think that at
some point a person would
begin to feel used or completely
devoid of feelings. When you .
turn off your heart for such a
WEVEGOTABLOG!
Check out yout favorite Forum
columnists, unhinged and
online, reasoned and ranting:
bgnewsforum.blogspot.com

HOOVER
From Page 4
its fullness, human sexuality allows for t he purpose of
human life to be reached.
I agree with Swanson that
homosexuality isn't chosen
and it isn't easily cast off as a
set of clothes. 1 believe that
through our own faults and
the faults of others, some
people are left at a disadvantage as to finding the truth
about human sexuality.
I am a faithful Christian,
hut I don't live in a fantasy
world. Had things happen to
good people.
Hut that does not mean a
homosexual has to act on
the inclinations that are put
into his or her life. There are
plenty of examples of homosexuals living chastely and
reconciling the differences
they have between homosexuality and hctcrosexuality. You can seek absolute
truth and fulfillment in
human sexuality.
Swanson's greatest argument is (hat "pure, selfless
love is never a sin." It does
come down to who a person loves. The difference
between love and lust is
desire. To give your body to
someone in a homosexual
relationship, and likewise
to use his or her body in the
same way, is not love, but
rather lust. It is an attempt
to fill a void left because the
"love" between homosexual
persons is not entirely fulfilling. I.ust is the desire to
use someone for your own
gain, whether this is conscious or subconscious.
Romantic love is free,
lolal, faithful and fruitful.
Total in the sense thai VOU
give to a person everything
of yourself including your
fertility, and fruitful in that
you lake a chance or intend
to bring new life into this
world through childbirth.
How can homosexual
acts be considered fruitful?
What new life comes forth
from homosexual relations?
I will say that the relationship between homosexuals
could be free (willing! and
faithful (a lifetime commitment), but there is no argument for a homosexual act
being total or fruitful.
This is where the rest of
Swanson's argument breaks
down. The selfless lifetime
pledge between two people
in marriage is beautiful, but
the difference between the
two sexualities is not trivial.
It is stated correctly that sex
is not a tool. It is, rather, a
gift to be given within the
context of marriage which
assumes heterosexuality.
So yes, the only difference
is whether or not a lover's
body matches the other. Sex
is about having children, but
love (a connection that lasts
a lifetime) is what should
start families, not lust.
In the end, if those like
lerry Armelli are wasting
their words when they say
they love gay people then
my heart aches for the deaf
ears they fall upon. Because
while it is in the way words
are perceived rather than
what was intended, I still
believe Armelli wanted

MONDAY IN FORUM
Columns by Greg Chick.
Le'Marqunita Lowe and
Benjamin Swanson

Schedule subject (o change

"Every person they
have been with
leaves some kind of
mark."
long period of time it becomes
difficult to turn it on again.
Granted, a relationship may
fail, and many do. Hut is it really
worth possibly missing out on
something amazing, simply
because it may not work out?
Every person, no matter how
shallow they may seem, has
thoughts and feelings. And,
no matter how unaffected one
might believe they are, every
person they have been with
leaves some kind of mark,
whether they will ever know it is
a different matter.
Basically, il someone is "good

" I can tell you that
realizing the power
of love over lust
is liberating and
fulfilling."
nothing more than to articulate the power that love has
over lust.
I desire to see every
human person fulfilled
in loving relationships.
Speaking from experience.
I can tell you that realizing
the power of love over lust
is liberating and fulfilling.
I can only imagine what
this experience would he if
you were lo experience lite
transformation from homosexuality io heterosexuality. You definitely can showGod's love lo a person in the
midst of their misunderstandings. God docs work
11i,ii way.

— Hoover is a senior majoring In AYA physical science.
Respond to his column at
tlteneu s@ bgneu s.com.

enough" to make out with, sleep
with, etc they are good enough
to be given a chance. And, if
they do not want to be given
an opportunity to be with the
other person, why waste time?
Why spend precious moments
of your life with someone who
could care less about you?
We have an amazing capability to love and to be loved.
Yes, college should he fun. It
should be a time for new experiences and for taking chances.
So, take a chance. Give in to
not the physical desires, but
those which draw you closer
to the people you encounter
throughout the years, (living
and receiving worth is worth
the risk of failure if there is a
possibility for success.

— Respond to less at
theneuis@bgnews.com.

ALLY
From Page 4
lie on their minds is their waistline.
I am truly ashamed to be a pun

of a culture that is so obsessed
wiih physical appearance that
children feel they need to diet. A
child dieting is the most ludicrous
notion I have ever experienced.

Children are in a state of
rapid physical growth, lb
deprive the body of essential
\ ictims and nutrients to grow
could ream serious outcomes
on the child's health in the
future. And how did the skeletal
image become so popular and
attractive to our generation?
Curvy, healthy women with
supple bodies used in lie v iewed
as highly desirable and altractivc. Why can't this image prevail
over that of the liv ing dead? Not

to mention dieting by starvation is completely unhealthy. By
restricting your food intake you
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In which

country is the
board game
Monopoly
outlawed?
i> *

a. Russia
b. Iraq
c. Cuba
a. China
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"What kind of a
childhood is that
of someone with
anorexia?"
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9,There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.

are literally slowing your metabolism Y< Hire teaching your body to
conserve any fat left so it can be
convened into energy,
In the end.il one is lucky
enough lo overcome such an
experience, all that weight is
going to return two-row since the
inelabolisin has Ixvii destroyed.

you actually like the skin you are
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Play Super SjiMmm m mti n

It appears that ouraodet) has

even imagine. We've developed a
Culture so vain that you're weird il

9

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

SUDOKU

reached a low thai cannol he out
done.What kind ol a childluxxl
is that ol someone with anorexia?
I he psychological consequences

of suffering from an eating disorder are disastrous enough. Couple
those with the trials of childhood
and that's a nightmare I can't

6

In. Nobody can ever just be happy
with the way the) are put together. Were destroying generations ol
Indh iduals with jargon about diet
pills, miracle weight loss pills and

so much plastic surgery options

von can become thai life sized
Barbie doll you ahvay s wanted,
I fear that our situation is not
improving either. I shudder to
think of the lengths that future
generations will go to in ordei to
obtain their "perfect body'

SEE WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOl ii
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the paper
and online extras.

BLOGGING
Check out the spoils
bloq for the latesl in BG
athletics.

we lived at
Copper Beech...
We really do have it all.
Spacious bedrooms
Free high-speed Internet
connection
Free cable
Full-size dishwasher
Available furnished
or unfurnished
Full-size private bathrooms
& one powder room
Private Shuttle

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
' J columns since
2000

\lfy writes about mental
luiilili every Fnday Have a
question or issue you ivnnl herto
discuss? Send it to
thenews&ignetvsxom.
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Former chief military
prosecutor to testify
SAN JUAN. Puerto ^ CO 111 J stunning
turnaround, the former chief military prosecutor at Guantanamo Bay said yesterday
he mould be a defense witness (or the
driver of Osama bin Laden
Air Force Col Morris Davis, mho
resigned in October over alleged political
interference m the U S, military tribunals,
told The Associated Press he will appear
at a hearing for Salim Ahmed Hamdan
■ (ailed as a witness I'm
more than happy to testify." Davis said in a
telephone interview from Washington. He
called it "an opportunity to tell the truth
At the April pretnal hearing inside
the U S military base in southeast Cuba.
Hamdans defense team plans to argue
that alleged political interference cited by
i. .
■ . Commissions
Act. Hamdans military lawyer. Navy Lt.
• r told the AP

Knowing the symptoms
of a heart attack
Inly about I in 4
Americans know the warning signs of a
'ick.US health officials in Atlanta

Satellite blasted
HONOLULU (AP) - A US Navy cruiser
blasted a disabled spy satellite with a
pinpoint missile strike that achieved the
main mission of exploding a tank of toxic
fuel 130 miles above the Pacific Ocean,
defense officials said.
Destroying the satellites onboard tank
of about 1.000 pounds of hydrazine fuel
was the primary goal, and a senior defense
official close to the mission said yesterday
that it appears the tank was destroyed,
and the strike with a specially designed
missile was a complete success.
Defense Secretary Robert Gates
ordered the shootdown. which came late
Wednesday as he began an eight-day.
around-the-woild tup on which he likely
will face guestions about the mission
The elaborate intercept may trigger worries from some international leaders, who
could see it as a thinly disguised attempt
to test an anti-satellite weapon - one that
could take out other nations orbiting communications and spy spacecraft
Within hours of the reported success.
China said it was on the alert for possible
harmful fallout from the shootdown and
urged Washington to promptly release
data on the action

Gray wolves not extinct
BILLINGS. Mont. - Gray wolves in the
Northern Rockies are being removed from
the endangered species list. The move
follows a 13-year restoration effort that led
the animal's population to soar.

Most are also unaware that the first
thing to do is call 9-1 1 Doctors with
the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention said the level of pub!
i:iimingly low.

An estimated 1.500 wolves now roam
Idaho. Montana and Wyoming. That's a
dramatic turnaround for a predator that
had nearly vanished from the United
States in the early 20th century

The warning signs include shortness of
breath, pain in the chest, arms or shoulder:
a feeling of weakness, and discomfort in
the jaw. neck or back

The removal from the endangered
list was announced Thursday by the U S
Department of Interior. The loss of federal
protection allows states to move forward
with public hunts for the animals, possibly
as soon as this fall

Each year more than 900.000
Americans suffer a heart attack

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Obama succeeds
in abroad vote
By Stephen OhUmachar
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Barack
Obama won the Democrats
Abroad global primary in
results announced yesterday,
givinghim 11 straightvictories
in the race for the Democratic
presidential nomination.
The
Illinois
senator
won the primary in which
Democrats living in other
countries voted by Internet,
mail and in person, according to results released by (he
Democrats Abroad, an organization sanctioned by the
national party.
Sen.
Hillary
Rodham
Clinton has not won a nominating contest since Super
Tuesday, more than two
weeks ago.
More than 20,000 U.S. citizens living abroad voted in
the primary, which ran from
Feb. 5 to Feb. 12. Obama
won about 65 percent of the
vote, according to the results
released yesterday.
Voters living in 164 countries cast votes online, while
expatriates voted in person in more than 30 countries, at hotels in Australia
and Costa Rica, at a pub in
Ireland and at a Starbucks in
Thailand. The results took
about a week to tabulate as
local committees around
the globe gathered ballots.
"This reallygives Americans

Barack
Obama
Democrat
presidential
candidate
an opportunity to participate,"
saidChristineSchon Marques,
the international chair of
DemocratsAbroad. There is no
comparable primary among
Republicans, though the
GOP has several contests this
weekend in U.S. territories,
including party caucuses in
Puerto Rico Sunday.
The Democrats Abroad
controls seven pledged delegates at the party's national
convention this summer.
However, the group's system of dividing the delegates
is unique, and could create
an anomaly in which Obama
and Clinton end up with fractions of delegates. The party
will send 14 pledged delegates
to the convention, each with a
half vote.
The primary was used to
determine nine people, or the
equivalent of 4.5 delegates.
Obama won 2.5 and Clinton
won two, according to Schon
Marques.
The Democrats Abroad will
hold a global convention in
Vancouver, Canada, in April
to select the other five people
who will attend the convention. They will represent the
remaining 2.5 votes.

BIG PLAY6B0UND
• Friday, February 22 from 10pm-1am •
Student Rec Center
BGSU students get in FREE!
•All non-students (only ages 18 ♦ allowed)
have to pay the normal rec rates to get into the event and must sign a waiver
"BGSU students must have their student ID to get in

Win an iPOD or a digital camera!
- Inflatables - 3-on-3 basketball tournament - Caricature artists - DJ -

FREE T-SHIRTS
for the first 100 students!

- Free food - Crafts - Other fun activities! -

U.S. government to make
amends with Britain after
an "administrative error"
By Matthaw Lee
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Tbe Bush
administration is bracing for a
diplomatic backlash after conceding it used British territory to
transport suspected terrorists on
secret rendition flights despite
repeated earlier assurances the
U.S. had not.
U.S. officials have sought to
quell the fallout by apologizing to
Britain for what they said was an
"administrative error."Theadmission, however, may reopen a bitter debate between the United
States and its allies over how the
fight against terrorism should
be conducted and compromise
future cooperation.
"Mistakes were made in the
reporting of the information,"
said Gordon [ohndroe, National
Security Council spokesman for
President Bush. lohndroe insisted that cooperation between
the U.S. and Britain would not
be affected.
But as a sign of its concern,
the State Department sent its top
lawyer, John Bellinger, to london
yesterday on a two-day mission.
Bellinger will try to defuse what
many expect will be widespread
anger that the U.S., when asked in
2004, incorrectly assured its closest ally that neither British soil
nor airspace had been used in
moving suspected terrorists, officials said.
The CIA used a U.S. military
airstrip on the British territory of
Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean
to refuel planes carrying two suspects in 2002. That fact was not
uncovered until a "self-generated" review by the CIA in late 2007
after persistent media reports, the
department said.
"We regret that there was an
error in initially providing inaccurate information to a good friend
and ally," State Department
spokesman Sean McCormack
said. "Unfortunately, even with
the best intentions, unfortunately, even with the most rigorous
searches and unfortunately with
good technology, sometimes
administrative errors occur and
this was the case."
He took pains to note that the
United States had not violated any
obligation it had toward Britain in
using Diego Garcia for the flights
at the time they occurred. Not
until 2003 did die two countries
start to work out a "final mutual
understanding" that now requires
the U.S. to seek and get British
permission to use the base for

"We regret... an error
in initially providing
inaccurate information
to a friend and ally."
Sean McCormack | Spokeman
renditions, he said.
Still, the disclosure risks replaying the debate over tactics that
came to light in 2005 with the
revelation that the CIA had operated secret prisons to interrogate
prisoners. Until yesterday, the
administration had managed to
diminish down the furor through
intensive diplomacy.
TheBritishgovernmentappears
to have accepted the "administrative error" explanation. But
London has made it clear that it
wanted to review logs related to
U.S. operations at Diego Garcia.
Prime Minister Gordon Brown
said he "shared the disappointment that everybody has" about
die use of Diego Garcia for the
refueling stops and that it was
important to ensure it would not
happen again.
McCormack said he was not
aware of -any other countries
seeking explanations through
diplomatic channels. But State
Department officials said U.S.
diplomats are prepared to answer
questions from foreign governments about the situation.
Governments that ask will be
told roughly what CIA Director
Michael I layden acknowledged
yesterday: that two rendition
flights earning suspected terrorists did refuel at a U.S. naval base
on Diego (iarria. despite what the
agency had earlier maintained.
Hayden said in a message to
CIA staff that the information
previously given to the British
'turned out to be wrong."
"The refueling, conducted
more than five years ago, lasted
just a short time," he said. "But
it happened, that we found this
mistake ourselves, and that we
brought it to the attention of the
British government, in no way
changes or excuses the reality
that we were in the wrong."
I layden said neither man was
tortured. He denied there has ever
been a holding facility for CIA
prisoners on Diego Garcia. Both
men remained on their respective planes during the brief stops,
according to a U.S. intelligence
official who spoke on condition
of anonymity because of the sensitivity of the matter.

MTV SPRING BREAK
Sponsors: Student Health Service • Wellness Connection • ODADAS • Drug, Alcohol, S Sexual Offenses Coalition •
• Bacchus/Gamma • Coca-Cola • UAO • University Dining Services • Greek Affairs • The Department of Recreational Sports >
Questions? Contact Terri Stefanko at the Wellness Connection- tstefan8bgsu.edu or 419-372-9295

Panama City Beach
800-488-8828
www.sandpiperbeacon.com
FREE SPRING

BREAK

.

MODEL SEARCH CALENDAR

* VALID FOR FIRST 1000 RESERVATIONS.

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available May 17, 2008
7101/2 Elm St.- Three bedrooms.
2 baths $740.00 per month plus
utilities. Deposit $740.00. Has
washer and dryer. Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/17/08 -5/9/09.

606 Scott Hamilton - 4 bedrooms,
2 Baths. Washer, Dryer, Central air
$1100 00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $1100.00. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/17/08 - 5/9/09.

Available August 21, 2008
432 S-CvPege ffA-Three

722 Elm Street - Three bedrooms

bedrooms. $660.00 per month plus
utilities.
Deposit $660.00. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. Has a washer and

$690.00 per month plus utilities

dryer. Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.
432 S. College »B - One bedroom.
$440.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $440.00. Limit 2 people
Limit 2 cars. Lease 8/21/08
-8/8/09.

Deposit $690.00. Has a garage
lor storage. Limit 3 people Limit 3
cars. Lease 8/21/08-8/8/09.
831 Scott Hamilton Unit #A- Two
bedrooms. $800 00 per month
Deposit $800.00. Air conditioned,
washer and dryer. Limit 4 people.
Limit 4 cars. Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.

710 Elm Street - Three bedrooms.
$740.00 per month plus utilities.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE & UNIVERSITY
1520 Clough Street
Central Air. Gas-Heat. 77 Channel Cable TV
Tenant pays electric

352-0164
M&W 900am -4.30pm
Tu & Th 9 00am - 6:00pm

i

Sign a lease between
February 11-29 & save $125
on security deposit
■

Fri 9:00am 4:00pm
Sat 10 00am ?00pm

www university-apartments us

Deposit $740.00. Has a washer
and dryer.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.

Famlllet with children
welcome to apply for any
rental unit.

Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTERST ,..«,«iwiiaco Mi

Hours Monday lo Friday 8 30 lo 5.30. Saturday 8:30 lo 4.30
wwwjohnnewloverealestate.com
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WEEKEND PUNS
LOCAL
Orpheus in the
Underworld
Tonight at 8 p.m. and

Television screenwriters return
to scripted lives after strike
By T.innen Gliatta

Sunday at 3 p.m.. the

Reporter

University's Opera Theater
will perform composer
Jacques Offenbach's production of a parody on the
Greek myth of Orpheus
and Euridice. Advanced
tickets are 59 for students.

Gish Film Theatre
Sunday at 3 p.m.. the film
"Germany Year Zero" by
Roberto Rossellini will
show for free in Hanna

The dark cloud thai stretched from
Los Angeles to every living room in
America has finally been lifted After
three long months the Writers Guild
of America strike officially ended
on Feb. 12. At the heart of the conflict was compensation for writers
when their work streamed on digital media. With the new contract
writers will receive between $700
and S14O0 when their shows are

available online or on cell phones
after 17 days of the original airing.
So that's the technical stuff now
lets get to the important stuff.
When and for how long will your
favorite shows be back? The good
news is most shows will be able to
produce a handful of new episodes
before season's end. The bad news
is some shows like NBC's "I leroes"
and ABC's "Pushing Daisies"
requirea long post production time
because of special effects. They
would be able to produce only one

or two new episodes so instead
the networks will wait until fall to
re-launch the series'. And a word of
advice, count your blessings when
you download the latest "Gossip
Girl" to your iPod or watch "Grey's
Anatomy" online, because The
Screen Actors Guild contract is up
in lime and they are threatening to
strike over some of the same issues.
Below is a cheat sheet of when to
expect your favorites back, all dates
and episode information is subject
to change.

YOUR FAVORITE SHOWS: RETURNING TO A SMALL SCREEN NEAR YOU
Show
—
Comeback Date
# of Episodes

Hall. The film is a 1947
view of the immediate

April 3

aftermath of war. and a
film historian from Toledo
will provide commentary.

^Terrtuny
V?ArZero
TOLEDO AREA
Swim & Stride
for Diabetes
Private Practice

At the University of

Late April

4 to 5

Early April

5 to 6

Late April

4 to 5

April 10

5 to 6

Currently on

8

April 10

5

January 2009

24

September

13

Toledo's Recreation
Center Sunday, come run
laps on the track or swim
laps in the pool to raise

Man vs. Wild; Bear Grylls vs. Dysentery

funds to support services
for children wtih diabetes.
Registration can be
completed individually
or as a team

The Lion King
Broadway's AwardWinning Best Musical
The Lion King begins its
first performances this
weekend at the Stranahan
Theater. The show will
continue playing until
March 30. Call (419) 4741333 for more information.

Can you even call it surviving?
Bear Grylls demonstrates exactly
what somebody should not do
if they are stranded in the wild.
No doctor would ever condone
some of the things he eats. I don't
care if he did serve in the British
Special Air Service, is the youngest person to climb Mt. Everest or
a best selling author, some of the
stuff eats in the name of survival
is just inappropriate.
Bear says he doesn't necessarily
have do some of the shenanigans
he does in order to survive, but
demonstrates them just incase
the viewers are ever caught in
such a predicament. But I have
seen the life vest under his shirt
as he was washed down a river
in the Rockies, and I have seen
the highway nearby the danger-

ELSEWHERE
Perrysburg
Saturday at 6pm. Way Pubic
Library wi host TJfendng

ous crevasse he crossed in I lawaii.
So why should anybody trust his
advice? lump in this freezing river,
1 did it - yean, with a life vest. So
why would I squeeze the juice out
of this poop, especially after seeing your reaction? I will pass on
the giardia.
Can Joe Rogan please just invite
the man on Pear Factor? Bear
Grylls was the weird kid on the
playground who would eat bugs,
boogers and mulch: he just never
grew out of it. Now he has a show
on the Discovery channel to support his disgusting food fetish - not
to teach people about surviving in
the wild.
If 1 had children, I probably
wouldn't let them watch Man vs.
Wild because I don't want them eating the dog crap in the back yard or
the squirrel that was smashed into
the street two weeks ago. But I will
continue watching the show and
toast Bear Grylls with a grimace
every time he shovels another I
absurd ingredient into his face. |
It's inappropriate, sensational
entertainment and I love it.

"These snakes
often excrete a
foul smelling
liquid that
makes them
horrible to eat.
But I'm hungry.'
-Bear Grylls

detroit
ByAlissaOIMcill
Reporter

Within a short hour and a half drive from
Bowling Green lies a city bursting with
music, food, art and international attractions. This destination, perfect for a day trip
or a weekend adventure, is none other than
downtown Detroit, Mich.
Wayne State University's location in
Detroit gives many areas of the city, such
as Midtown, a college town feel, located in
the center of downtown. Midtown is brimming with coffee shops, museums, galleries
and restaurants. Within two blocks, visitors can stop in at five different museums
including the Detroit Institute of Art, the
Detroit Science Center and the Museum of
Contemporary Art Detroit.
In addition to the two art museums, art
lovers can visit other galleries in Midtown
as well. Galleries such as the Detroit Artists
Market and the Contemporary Art Institute
of Detroit regularly host openings, live
music and other events thai attrai tavariet)
of people.
Midtown also has a lot to offer music
lovers with its various clubs and theaters.
Detroit natives, The While Stripes, started
their career at the Magic Slick, the sill pin
claimed "home of rock in Detroit." Pan of
the Majestic Theatre Center on Woodward
Avenue, the Magic Stick was named for the
ten billiard tables it has in addition to the
stage and bar. The popular venue features
big name acts such as Mae as well as lessei
known artists such as Tapes V lapis
food-wise, Midtown has
every taste imaginable covered, from international
cuisine that can be found at
The Small World Cafe in the
basement of Wayne Slate
University's International

The Top 5 Grossest Things Consumed by Bear Gryll
1

Dead
sheep's
eyeball

*"}
/
/_

Water from
an elephant turd.
dead camel

~7
*\
^J

Rotting
zebra

aWAYwith the Stars"Six local
celebrities will be paired up
with six dance professionals to
compete fa the tide of
•Peoples Choice 2008"

Check exit our
theatre review,
WBGU'salbum
ratings and movie
review online at
bgnewsxom!
THEY SAID IT

"I thought
'Deep Throat'
was a movie
about a giraffe."
-Bob Hope

jonnjorgenson
and quintet heats up Grounds for Thought
By Laura Lee Caracciolo
Reporter

Most coffee houses limit themselves to espresso and
the occasional donut. Some might add chess and CDs
to the mix. Grounds for Thought offers all of this and
much more.
The popular coffee shop and bookstore, located at 174
S Main St, has been putting on free live shows once a
month for the past several years.
Grounds owner Kelly Wicks came up with the idea
nearly 18 years ago but it wasn't until recently that he
decided to bring free live music to the Bowling Green
community on a regular basis.
Past shows have drawn in an average of 150 people,
but last Friday the lohn lorgenson Quintet played to an
audience of over 200, according to Wicks.
See GROUNDS I Page 8
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DETROIT
i eniei to sandwiches and
pasti ics served at \valon
international Breads, (he
organic bakery on West
Willis Street.
in addition to local art,
musii .incl food, downtown Detroit also offers
visitors the chance to
. expci ience a little inlet na
' iiiui.il (0111111'. Corktown
.mil Mexicantown are two
arcasol downtown Detroit
that allow \ isitors in gel .1
taste 'it Irish ami Mexican
1 nitons uithoul lca\ing
the United stales
tinc HI the main attrac
linos io ( orktow u isabook
shop 1 ailed lohn k. King
Hunks. 1 his bookstore is
lot alcd 10 .1 formct glove
!.u IHI\ mi West I afayette
lloulevard and contains
more than .1 million used
and rare books.
1 orktovi n lives up to
its Irish heritage in the
restaurants and music ii
lias 10 offer. One popu
1.11 location that com
bines both Irish food and
music is \anc\ Whiskej s
mi Harrison Street, right
h\ the nlcl Detroit I igers
stadium.
In southwest Detroit,
Mexicantown
thrives
with its brightl)
col
111 til buildings, murals
and the sounds ol salsa
music. Mexicantown is
home to numerous simps
.mil restaurants featuring
authentit \lc\ican goods
and food. It also offers
1 isitors an original theater
pet urn e .11 the Matrix
In net ( ompany where
11 plays and puppet
shows have been shown
since 1991. Cincode Mayo
.\m\ Day 11I the Dead are
excellent limes to check
• •tit Mexicantown with
its parades and day-long
celebrations
Suwhethet it'sart,music,
food or an international
experient e you're cra\ ing,
it 1 .HI all be found a short
drive awaj in downtown
Detroit.

and
id the

award
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ROMANTIC MEMORIES:

goes to.

Flick definitely captures
viewers' hearts
most in his lite No» wearepresenled with lhreegie.il women.
Is she the college sweetheart.
the longtime friend or the treespirited journalist. I he great
thing about "Definitely May he"
is ill,11 ii attentively keeps the
viewet involved in all the characters due 10 the unique blend
01 honest performances and
concealed identities.

I asi year's Valentine's Daj was
all about "MUSH and Lyrics." Ii
was a typical romantic com
edyin which you could foresee
every step as ii worked its way
to a predictable closure. Ibis
year, that's definitely not the
case.
"Definitely, Maybe' is
the newest and rarest of the
romantic corned) genre simply
because it in\ igorates its audience with quirky and clevet
storytelling. I he only problem
is whether 01 not muchol it will
he lost in translation.
First and foremost, "Definitely,
Maybe" is a genuine story, 1 nun
the moment the Mini takes the
sc reen, tve are 1 apturcd by Will
Hayes (Ryan Reynolds . \s lie
is met with divorce papers, we
meet him while he contemplates
Ins missteps.
Io his 11 yeat old daughter.
Max.1 \bigaii Breslin), knowing
where it went wrong wasn't the
important story; 11 was how it all
started. Having been deprived
ol the true story behind how
hei parents met, Maya begs
her fathet tin the bedtime story
she has always wanted. \s he
attempts to give the "PG" version
ol the story, Will learns it's not
too late to find a happy ending.

Understanding that happy
ending might be hard .11 first.
In u ill's lac in in conceal the
identity ol his daughter's mother, he changes the names ol the
three women who mean the

Staffers Tannen Gliatta, Joe Cunningham and
Aaron Helfferich tell the Pulse their Oscar picks

* story of the women m
lory progresses, he remembers his past and

By Aaron Helfferkh

"Definitely, Maybe" is a film
that is constructed with themes
oi fair) tales, but is driven by
the purpose ol finding happiness in the crazy maze we call
love.
With its lifelike representation of characters and an
admirable approach to its story,
WC see a fresh lake on a predictable genre.
Most important
ly,
Definitely, Maybe" relays
iis core message by refusing
10 succumb to the monotony
that often occurs in the land of
romantic comedies. Maybe this
Valentine's day is finally one we
cm definitely remember,

THE EX-FACTORS
■

tars out of four |

■ >

ited P i-13 fol sexual conit. including some frank

dialogue, language and
■

;

■ Runtime: 112 min.
■ Starring: Ryan Reynolds.
n. Isla Fisher.
'
iinks and Rachel
■

J

Weisz
, led by: Adam Brooks

Best
Picture

Best
Actor

Best
Actress

Best Supporting
Actor

Best Supporting
Actress

Best
Director

Tannen Gliatta

Jo* Cunningham

Aaron Halffarich

No Country
for Old Men

No Country
for Old Men

No Country
for Old Men

Daniel
Day-Lewis

Daniel
Day-Lewis

Daniel
Day- Lewis

Julie
Christie

Marion
Cotillard

Julie
Christie

Javier
Bardem

Javier
Bardem

Javier
Bardem

Cate
Blanchett

Amy
Ryan

Cate
Blanchett

Joel and Ethan
Coen

Joel and Ethan
Coen

Joel and Ethan
Coen

GROUNDS
From Page 7
"it was the biggest crowd
we've had to date.' Wicks
said. "In December we had a
croud of 170, so people seem
to be responding realh well
to what's going on."
The Quintet performed two
one-hour sets of livelj gypsy

|azz to an all-ages crowd which
included many regulars.
Wicks
rearranged
the
hook cases to accommodate
around a hundred seats, but
the venue was so packed that
many enthusiastic audience
members stood ill the aisles

and the back of the room.
I he mostly instrumental
music was fast-paced, animated and created a comfortable atmosphere. The result
was a very involved crowd
shouting, cheering and clap
ping during songs and alter.
Between numbers, lorgenson,
who has recorded and toured
with artists such as Elton lohn,
Hob Dylan and lobnny Cash,
would explain his inspirations and reasons for writing
certain songs.
fans lingered when the
show was over Io speak to
the hand and support them
by purchasing merchandise.

I he energy of the music continued even alter the band
slopped playing which is
.1 good sign ol a Successful

show.
Each month Wicks hopes
to appeal to a variety of audiences by bringing in hands of
different musical genre's.
The next show at Grounds
is on March hi and features

the

Chicago-based

NOW ON STACE!
Join the fun during College Daze at Mad River
Mountain! Get 50% off a day lift ticket when you
bring in a valid student ID!

First Time Fun Guaranteed!
Feb 23-24
9am -9:30pm

^£>fW/e

THE [ION KING
BROADWAY'S AWARD-WINNING BEST MUSICAL

GREAT SEATS AVAILABLE!
IN PERSON
Stranahan Theater
Box Office
or any
ONLINE
Ticketmaster
ticketmaster. com
outlet
CALL
ticketmaster
(419) 474-1333

PREMIUM
TICKET PACKAGES
Call ticketmaster

CROUPS
til or morel

Call (866) 314-7687

Tickets subiect to applicable service charges Performance prices, dates, times and cast are sublect to change
without notice. Single-ticket purchases limited to 8 tickets per person otner restrictions may apply

NOW THRU MARCH 30 ONLY!
Stranahan Theater • Toledo, OH
t UNTUCK tffHruiY',

lionkingtour.com

jazz

ensemble. Eddie Shaw and
the Wolfgang.
for more information on
upcoming shows check out
the Grounds lor Thought
Web site at www.groundslor
tbougbt.com.
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SPORT
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FOOTBALL
Running back Lewis
resigns with Browns
Free agent running back
Jamal Lewis agreed to a
new multi-year contract
with the Cleveland Browns
yesterday. Lewis rushed for
over 1300 yards for Cleveland
last season.
Page 10

HOCKEY
BG to face off with
Ferris State tonight
The BG hockey team is tied
for sixth place in the CCHA
with Ferris State. Tonight,
both teams will play the first
of two weekend games at the
BG Ice Arena. The game is
scheduled to start at 7:05 p.m.
Page 11

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog this

2007 MAC
losses

weekend for baseball
updates and a brand
new hockey video. The blog
is also good for live updates
during most hockey and
men's and women's basketball

ACTION: Team captain Travis Owens (above) and the BG baseball learn wll play their season opening game (his afternoon.

BUMM

^flj

■■■■■r

games this season.
http://www.bgnewssports.
blogspot.com

TODAY
Hockey:
vs. Ferris State; 7:05 p.m.
Swimming:
at MAC Championships:
II a.m.
Baseball:
at Western Kentucky: 5 p.m.
Softball:
at Chattanooga Classic: noon

TOMORROW
Men's basketball:
at Detroit; 4-05 pm.
Women's basketball:

BG baseballs back ~>-\~>

2007 team ERA

MAC picks Falcons to finish sixth in the East this season
By Ethan Magoc
Reporter

For a few Falcon athletic teams
this season, being picked to finish near the bottom of a conference has actually been somewhat of a blessing.
I ast Jury, the football team was
slated to take fifth out of seven
in die Eastern Division of the
Mid-American Conference They

then finished a) B-4 in the 2007
regular season and were seta ted
for their first bowl game in ova
three years.
The men's hockey team has
faced an uphill battle all sc.i
son after being tabbed for the
basement spot in the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
this winter. Instead, thej have
put together one of the more successful seasons in recent memon

and are currently In position for
home-ice advantage when the
playoffs begin
thus, when MAC officials
picked the Falcon baseball squad
to finish sixth in the last Division
this spring, they just ma) have
done BGa favor.
"I would certainly hope the
guvs would usi' it as a motivation tactic this season. That's not
where you want to be picked at,

but alter last season's finish, that's
probably where we deserve to be,"
said BG coach Danny Schniit/.
citing the team's woes last season in which they finished 22-32
overall and won just seven of 27
MAC games.
Schmitz enters his 18th season
in the Falcon dugout with over

.282

2007 team batting average

See BASEBALL | Page 10

at Miami; 2 p.m.
Hockey:
vs. Ferris State; 705 p.m.
Swimming:
at MAC Championships;
II a.m.
Tennis:
at Cincinnati; 5 p.m.

Women's basketball to visit
Miami for tough MAC tilt
ByChri.Volo.chuk
Sports Editor

Track:
Sid Sink Open; TBD
Baseball:
at Western Kentucky. 2 pm
Softball:
at Chattanooga Classic noon

SUNDAY
Gymnastics:
at Western Michigan; 1 p.m.
Tennis:
at Xavier; I p.m.
Baseball:
at Western Kentucky, 1 pm
Softball:
at Chattanooga Classic; noon

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1892—Manitoba rugby football union forms.
1888—JohnReidof
Scotland demonstrates golf
to Americans

Tomorrow, the' BG women's basketball team will travel to Oxford
to face Miami in what very well
could be its biggest test of the MidAmerican Conference season.
The matchup is about as even
as it gets. Both teams are 9-3 in
MAC play, so the winner will officially take over first place in the
entire conference.
As far as wins and losses go,
BG (20-6) and Miami (17-9) are
only separated by three overall
victories.
The last time the two teams got
together was at Anderson Arena on
January 22nd. with Miami stealing
a road win, 63-60. That loss started
BG's three-game losing streak.
No matter the previous setbacks,
[N0CHWU
the Falcons will have some serious
momentum going into tomorrow's
REMEMBER?: The last time BG and
game. After beating Kent State
Miami squared off. Miami won 63-60.
76-68 on Wednesday night, the
Falcons have won five games in a
row. In the Kent game, five players
For the Red Hawks, senior
scored in double figures.
guard Amanda lackson has been
Miami has built up some a real weapon offensively. Her 22.6
momentum of their own, and points per game is tops in the conare on a six-game winning ference. Asa team, Miami averages
streak. Their most recent victory 70.9 points per game — just over a
came Wednesday over Buffalo point less than BG.
on the road.
Tip off is scheduled for 2 p.m.

Men's hoops to square off with Detroit
By Bill Bordtwick
Assistant Sports Editor

lime to start busting those
brackets for Mid-major teams
all over the country as this
weekend will be a showcase
for lesser known teams to
showcase their abilities.
The headline match-ups
Include Drake taking on
Butler and Kent State traveling out to California to take
on St. Mary's in battle of MAC
No.lvs.WCCNo.1.
The Falcons will also
participate in the Bracket
Buster event by traveling up
1-75 to take on the Titans of
Detroit-Mercy.
The Horizon League member shares some of the same
characteristics that many
teams in the MAC feature — a
competitive home team and
below-average road team.
The Titans have seven victories this season and six of
them came in front of the
home fans.
Detroit is 1-10 on the road
this season and the good
news for them (and bad news
for the Falcons) is that the
game will be played in front
of the Titan faithful.
The Falcons come into the
game losers of three straight
conference games while the
I

iNOCHWU

■■:■'.:,'.

BUSTING OUT: BG forward Nate Miller attempts to drive past a Central Michigan
defender The BG men's basketball team will play Detroit tomorrow in a Bracket Buster game

Titans have won two out of the
The Titans also played
last three games.
four MAC teams this season
An out-of-conference game — beating Kent State and
may be a breath of fresh air for Eastern Michigan while losthe Falcons.
ing to both Central Michigan
If BG wants to win, they will and Western Michigan.
have to corral Titan guard Ion
The Falcons did not record
Goode and his 19.3 scoring a victory against any of those
average per game.
four teams.
I
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Browns reach agreement with Lewis

From Page 9
i ii) career wins and two MM
tournament titles! with the
most recent title coming back
in 2002. Since thai year, how
ever, BG has seen three losing
seasons tarnish the programs
iKit -si i long ago luster.
"I think in the past couple ol
years, the guys have been living
(in the tradition ol the program,"
v limit/ said "Well, now it's up
in these guys to live up to thai
tradition and gel the winning
ways going again."
Looking In (In MI will lie an
extremely young team thai
features onrj three seniors and
loses six nt last seasons positional and pitching starters,
though the lattei mighl not be
slid) a had thing

By Tom Withers
The Associated Press

BGNEWSfllfPMOlO
BRINGING HEAT:

-loi Dusty Hawk delivers a pitch during a game last season.

"I think the past couple of years, the guys
have been living on the tradition of the

PITCHING
Die biggest question mark on
this team, and there are mam.
is that til the pitching staff. The
three top returning pitchers,
Mart) Baud, Nick Cantrell, and
Dusty I lank, featured a combined&OOl RA last spring
I lelpingtO turn that anil other
poor mound numbers around
will be the addition ol first-year
pitching coach Rick Blanc, a
I998 l«, graduate, who joined
the team this past tall.
"He'sagu) who can help develop a pitching stall, and that's
something that's going to be
needed this sear.' N limit/ said.
Ue need to round out thai pitching stall righi awaj and when we
gel had from Bradenton [the
leams spring break trip from
Mar. I to Mar. 111. ue want lo be
settling in on a starting rotation
with closers in place."
Canned, one ol only two
senior pitchers this year, noted
the teams new stiess on a walk to
strikeout ratio ol 3:1 under Blanc.
"I ast yeai ue walked way
too many guys, said Cantrell,
who along with catcher Travis
Owens will serve as a team
captain this year. "If we're more
consistent thisyeai pitching as
a team and hold ever) team
under si\ runs, we're always
going to he 111 the game."

HITTING
At the plate, the I alcons return
seven hitters who hit at least
.27fi last season, including I lerek
Spencer who finished over .400
as a freshman. The lone positional senior. Andrew I osier, is
a Bowling Green native who
smashed lour home runs and
led the team in RBIs and doubles
last year.
Rounding out a lineup that w ill
need to show more consistency
at the plate are juniors Marty

WWWBGNEWS.COM

program. Well, now it's up to these guys
to live up to that tradition and get the
winning ways going again."

immediately known.

. ! BG baseball coach

liaird (,298 with seven triples),
Brian Hangbers (296 with seven
homers), Brandon McFarland
(.348 with seven doubles) and
Ryan Sha) 51 hits and led the
team inai hats
"Were
making
improvements every day," said captain
Iravis Owens who would like to

improve on his .2:111 sophomore
average. Owens noted that he
"feels more comfortable being a
leader" in the co-captain spot
and that this 1 mild translate into
improvement in other areas ol
his game
Owens is also helping to bring
along freshman Ryan Schlater
in the rate hei position lor the
future and staled (hat the young
team is "anxious" lor the season

10 start, but also "looking forward
to it."

NEWCOMERS
Coach Schmitz and the
Falcons welcomed seven freshmen this season, five ol whom
could he ready lo see action on
the mound.
IWo transfers from Longwood
University, sophomore inflelder
Frank Berry and junior pitcher
Ke\ in I ight, alsi 1 could see some
major playing lime, ISCITV and
light left their previous col
lege baseball careers in Virginia
because the school was an
independent and the players,
according to Schmii/. "warned
to have the opportunity 10 play
tor something.

Schmitz spoke extreme!)

CLEVELAND — Running back
l.imal Lewis has reached agreement with the Cleveland Browns
on a multiyear contract, The
Associated Press has learned.
Lewis was scheduled to
become an unrestricted free
agent nexl week. Bui the Browns,
who went 10-fi and barely
missed the playoffs last season,
didn't want lo risk losing him
after he rushed for more than
1,300 yards.
The club will officially sign
Lewis once the contract's language is finalized by his agents,
a person familiar with the negotiations said yesterday on the
condition of anonymity because
the deal was not yet completed.
The Browns are believed to
have relented and added a third
year to an initial two-year offer
they made for the 28-year-old.
Financial terms were not

positively of both the seven
freshmen and the two former
I ongwood players.
"They live, breathe, and die the
game." Schmitz said. He went
on lo mention Clay Duncan.
Brennan Smith. Charles Woolen
and lairick Martin in particular
as the new generation of I alcons
who are already showing excep
tional work habits during practices at Perry Field House.
Though the learn has not been
able to practice outside yet this
year due to inclemenl winter
weather, everyone on die team
seems to have positive feelings
about this weekend's series in
Bowling Green, KY against the
I lillloppers.

Captains Cantrefl and Owens
both expected the team to win
at leasl two out of three from
Western Kentucky, and mentioned how well the team chemistry is coining together already.
"Were gelling." Owens said
simply. "You always see three or
four of us together, whether il be
just going out to eal or supporting our Falcon athletics, and it's
never the same throe or four guys
either," said (anlrell. who will
•>t;in the first game of the season
Friday acip.ni.
"It's something that we have
preached since the fall, thai you
can haveall the talent in 1 he world,
bin if you don't have chemistry,
you have nothing," said Schmitz.
"l-ven with less talent you can do
some amazing things. You can
really nverachieve."

lewis, who will be 29 in
August, proved he still could he
an effective everydown back in
2007. After signing a one-vear.
incentive-laded free agent deal
with Cleveland in March, he
gained 1.304 yards and scored
nine touchdowns. Only Hall of

•M BEHRMAN
GAINS: Jamal Lewis rushed lor ovei

1.500

yaids last season (or the Browns.

lamer |im Brown has run for
more yards in a season for the
Browns.
I ew is came to Cleveland after
seven years in Baltimore. At
the time he signed, there were
questions about lewis' durability and speed, but be answered
them all with his best season
since leading 1 he NFL with 2,066
yards in'03.

In doing so, I,ewis validated
general manager Phil Savage's
belieftheformerfirst-rounddraft
pick still could be a productive
player. The two worked together
for five years in Baltimore.
Behind Cleveland's revamped
offensive line, Lewis ran with
the same brutal tenacity thai
helped him gain 7,801 yards
with the Ravens. He underwent
surgery to remove bone spurs in
his ankle in the offseason, which
seemed to give Lewis back some
losl quickness.
Following
the comeback
season, Lewis said he liked
(Teveland and wanted lo remain
wit h t he Browns, who won a club
record seven home games and
were kept out of the AFC playoffs
only by a tiebreaker.
In addition 10 performing
beyond expectations, Lewis
counseled younger players, who
were impressed by his tireless
work ethic.
"Jamal has matured quite a bit
since he's come into the league,"
Savage said following the season. "He's been an excellent
leader quietly behind the scenes.
I le's a real pro and lakes care of
himself."
Lewis was just the Browns'
second 1.000-yard rusher since
1985.

Gymnasts heading to Western Michigan
By Sean Shapiro

the MAI :'s lop gymnasts ill senior
I leather (arroll who was named
the MAC specialist of die week.
Against Eastern Michigan Carroll
won Ixilh the uneven liars and the
balance beam with scores of 9.850
and 9.750.
Supporting Carroll. Western
boasts a sluing line up in both
liars and beam, ironically the two
serializations the Falcons have
struggled in this season.
In order lor the I alcons to keep
their three week winning streak
and perfecl MAC record intact
they're going to need a similar
performance to last week, BC will
probably have the help of a con
pie gymnasts overcoming injuries
especially Michelle I in hini. who
coach Beach plans to put hack in

Reporter
Following their best scoring
week of the season. BC's gym
nasts bead to Kalama/00. Mich.
lo face off against the Western
Michigan Broncos.
On paper the falcons come in
as a heavy favorite boasting an
undefeated MAC record while
Western sits near the Ixinom with
an overall record of 2-8. However.
both teams come oft one of their
lies! weeks of die season setting
up one of the MAC's marquee
match ups (his week.
lasl weekend the I alcons posted their highest score in tliree years.
193.350. on the strength of the
whole team hitting routines and
the recovery of uneven liars and

the balance beam,
Western could have come away
with the victory last weekend had
they faced off against any other
team except 1 astern Michigan who
took the meet bv a slim margin of
130.075-130.00. The score was the
Broncos top score of this season.
"Within the MAC their | Western
Michigan! skill level will prob-

the bar lineup.
CHRISTINSMCGINNIS

ROLLING: Die :iG gymnastics team is
currently undeleated m MAC play
ably lie similar. I hey Vc had one
high scoring weekend, so we can't
count that mil." head coach Kerrie

Beach said.
The Broncos also boast one of

However, lor Beach, no matter
who competes, die main point will

once again be the fast tempo of the
pertoniiance.
"We talked about dial earlier in
the week, because we felt like the
effort from the team was so strung
and they came out with a new alti
mile, we have to keep thai up this
week." Beach said.

Cavs, Bulls, Sonics complete major trade
By Tom Withers
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND — LeBron lames
finally gol some help lo win an
NBA title.
In a complex. II-player trade
involving Cleveland, Chicago

and Seattle,
the Cavaliers
acquired center Ben Wallace
from the Bulls and forward W'ally
Szczcrhiak from the SuperSonics.
Iwo players to possibly get
lames and the (lavs through the
Eastern Conference and back to
the finals.
Cleveland general manager

Danny Ferry, unable to finalize
major deals in the past, pulled
off a colossal one as the dock
licked down in the final hours
before yesterday's l p.m. deadline.
I he Cavaliers sent guard Larry
Hughes, forwards Drew (louden
and Ccdric Simmons, and guard
Shannon Brown lo Chicago for
Wallace, one of the game's top
inside enforcers, and forward

— Want to be a Winner? —
Search for "The BG News" group at Facebook.com,
join, and take the weekly quiz every Friday.

(let Connected!
Read The BG News daily
and gel immediate updates (inline owww.bgnews.com

FALCONS vs. FERRIS STATE
TONIGHT & TOMORROW
7JBpm - WSU ICE AHEHA

Having already clinched a CCHA Playoff Home Series,
BGSU looks to build momentum heading down the
final home stretch of the regular season!

177-RRBI TICIET

BE5IFA1C0NS.COM

loe Smith.
Cleveland
acquired
the
sharpshooiing
Szczerblak
and guard Delonte West from
Seattle for forwards Ira Newble
and Donyell Marshall.
The Cavaliers will also gel
Chicago's second-round pick
in 2009. The SuperSonics will
receive guard Adrian (iriffin

from the Bulb.
l'be deal caps a busy month of
trades around the NBA as several
stars, including Shaquille O'Neal,
lason Kidd, Shawn Marion and
Pan (jasol, all were dealt lo new
teams. The (lasol swap triggered
an arms tace of sorts among the
Western Conference's top squads,
while this one could have a big
impact at the top of the Bast
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Hockey to host Ferris State tonight
By Ethan M.igoc
Reporter
Each time the Falcons have
played Ferris Slate this season,
the pairs of games have come
at extremely crucial times.
Back in November, BG
swept the Bulldogs in Big
Rapids for what ended up
being the second of three
sweeps that built the foundation for the solid season the
Falcons have put together.
Now, the two teams sit
locked in a sixth-place tie in
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association standings coming
into this weekend's series at
the BGSU Ice Arena.
ANDYSHAFER IKBGNEWS
It's as if the CCIIA schedule
makers had a crystal ball last DEADLOCKED: BG and Ferris State are currently lied lor smh place in the CCHA
summer when they were listing games down the stretch.
"It's actually pretty good timing since it's such a big weekend for both teams," said Ferris
goaltender Mitch O'Keefe.
"There are a lot of points up for
grabs for home ice and things
like that, plus there's a lot of
teams right behind both of us
so it's important for everyone."
Northern Michigan, which
holds the final home-ice
playoff spot, hosts NebraskaMitch O'Keefe | Ferris State goalie
Omaha this weekend. UNO,
who just split with the Falcons,
Bulldogs with a .911 save perthem earlier in the year on
currently sits two points up of
centage in his last four appearthe ice."
both BG and Ferris.
Only adding to the intenThat added incentive of ances, "The ranking means
a lot right now, especially
sity and hype of this week- Ferris', along with their new
going into playoffs because
ranking, is something BG coach
end's sixth-place match up
Scott I'aluch and his leant are
is Ferris' newly acquired
ever) body is going io have
incentive to work harder and
keeping an eye on this week.
national ranking.
keep the emotions going right
"Those were two really
Several polls listed the
hard-fought wins for us (in
Bulldogs at number 19 on
through hopefully.'
Hie road to the playoffs for
November)," I'aluch said. "We
Monday, perhaps resulting
both teams continues tonight
know what kind of team they
from their unbeaten record of
and tomorrow at 7:05 p.m. at
3-0-2 over (he last three week- are and what they've clone now
isn't that surprising based on
ends against lake Superior.
the BGSU Ice Arena.
what we saw then. It's been a
Notre Dame, and Miami.
great five-game stretch for
Players on each side were a
them, but we don't need thai as
little surprised by the national
a motivating factor."
attention Ferris is receiving
BG's main drive now is to
towards the end of the season,
continue moving as far up as
hut could end up using it to
their advantage.
possible in the playoff seeding
"What are they ranked?,'' heading into the final weekend
Meanwhile. Ferris Slate's
asked an unaware limmy
■ a f a
Spratl on Tuesday, Upon hearInspiration comes from those
tWO digils at the beginning ol
ing the answer he nodded and
their name.
said, "Yeah, they're going to
come hard since they're reall)
"Everyone's emotions are
rha m Newi wU no) knowing)) iccepi
ndVYftlWirtrnts lh.it dUcrimlnilf, 01
confident and hot right now.
up and pretty confident aftei
encoungt dtacrlmination i|
They're going to want to prove
big weekends like that," said
individual ui group on the basis ol raw
-r\ coloi CRcamigtoti national origin
O'Keefe who is 2-0-2 for the
something since we swept

Train like Muhammad ,
n addition
Bounced from bar to I
London
Dallas sen.
Refuge
_ lazuli
Whitney's partner
Employ
Inquire
Late
Toward shelter
Actress Kudrow
Highland miss
Given new life
Feel sorry for
City on the Allegheny
Read quickly
Fumigate
"Two Women" star
Wild goal
Of wordless expression
Arab leader: var.
Fuses metal
Spilled the beans
Put into service
Hues

"It's actually pretty good timing since it's

such a big weekend for both teams. There
are a lot of points up for grabs for home
ice and things like that, plus there's a lot
of teams right behind both of us so
it's important for everyone."

" Well, last year my performance review started
with Michael asking me what my hopes and
dreams were, and ended with him telling me he
could bench press 190 pounds. So I'm not really
sure what to expect." - Pam Beesley

Wanted
Roommate wanted Mature person,
no pels, non smoker, lull use ol 2 5
Oath. 2 bdrm townhome S400. util
included (4191308-9188

Are now being accepted by the
University Board of Student Publications.

BG News Editor
Summer 2008
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 15 STRAIGHT YEARS

, PISHIVI€LLO'S
Open Weekdays 4P.M.

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory o
ask about our SPECIALS
pisanellos.com

• Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

Help Wanted

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarClub.com
Perrysburg lamily seeks childcare &
house keeping lor lamily. 11am-7pm,
Mon - Fri S8 per hr 419-872-6222
PLAY SPORTS' HAVE FUN1 SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs lun loving counselors to teach all land, adventure & water sports Great summer' Call 888-844-8080 apply
campcedar com
Servers wanted day 8 evening shifts
for steak 8 seafood restaurant Exp
req Apply in person at 100 N Main.
N Baltimore 419-257-0203

HELP WANTED

mi

1.2.3 Bdrm units avail immediately
also May S August 08 1 yr lease
5th St or closer to campus.
Pels considered. 1419|409-1110

For Sale

2 bedrm 404 I
|e S675
per mo . plus utilities AC WD
Avail Aug 1419)352-6948

Original movie posters Large collection email postersbg@gmail com
for a complete list

2 Br Duplex Private Parking 8 Patio
Clean. Quiet. Close S560/mo * Util
419-352-1104

Sub woofers & amp for sale
Best Offer/needs to be sold
1.119)305-9484

3 84 BEDROOM HOUSES
Close to campus & downtown
419-308-2456

For Rent

3 bedrm 404 S College S650 per
month, plus utilities Available Aug
419-352-4850

• 3 bdrm available in August
' 1 or 2 bdrm avail. May or August
For more info call 419-354-9470

3/4 Bdr Apt. 9 1/2/12 month lease
Corner 7th and High
Small Pets Okay 419-308-3525

•- 07-08 S Y MUST RENT
321 E Merry A 4-5 bedrms
729 4th St 4 BDRM C/A W/D
307.5 REED 3 BDRM W/D GAR
Rooms low as S225.00
See CartyRentals com
S5 WEB'call 419-353-0325
12 month leases starting May 2008
1204 E Wooster St - 4 BR House
S1440 ♦ util
837 3rd - 3 BR Duplex
S945 ♦ util
613 5th-3 BR House
S795 - util
609 5th - 3 BR House
S900 . util
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917

ilil,
The Heritage has a reputation
for providing superior care
to our clients. The Heritage is
currently looking for care
providers that can uphold
our reputation.

in

Contact: Leslie Dlmick
Heritage Corner Senior Campus
1069 Klotz Road
Bowling Creen, Ohio 43402

IVi Blocks From Campus

Studios & 1 Bedrooms:
Studios: from $309
1 Bedrooms: from $435
Move in February or March and receive
$100 oft your first months rent!
C/A, Pels Welcome
Short Term Leases Avail
418-382-7881

4 bdrm house. 1 1/2 baths. WD
hook-up SI20O mo plus util Close
to town & campus Avail 8/15/08
(419)353-1556
854 8th St 1 bdrm . lull kitchen, lots
of parking S410 mo 8 elec No pets
9 8 12 mo lease (419)392-3354
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now
Monthly/semester 8 yr. long leases
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
8 25" TV Free wireless internet
Call 419-35^-1520
www.buckeyeinnandsludms com
FOR RENT tor the next school year
2 -3 bedrm houses. 2 efficiencies
1 Ig 3 bedrm apt Close to BGSU
419-601-3225
Houses 8 Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2 M - F
www bgapartments com
Lg 2 Br Modern Townhouse. Spiral
Staircase Vaulted Ceilings. New
Kitchens & Bath. Garage AC
S700/mo Call 419-352-1104
LOW PRICE ■ CLOSE TO CAMPUS
May 08 1 block from campus 239
Manville. 3 bdrm . 1 bath good cond.
S650mo Sm pet (419)352-9392
Pet Friendly'
Free Heat! Free Water!
Varsity Square (419) 353-7715
Summer subleaser Copper Beech
t Bdrm w/ pvt bath. Cable, internet
water meld S250'm 419-438-5885

.. \mm fin,,

Applications may be picked up in 204 West Hall
Applications due: 5 p.m. on Friday, March 14 in 204 West Hall

\* NEWI9VE
Rentals
SI0P 81 01 (II

(M9) 352-5620
55? S. Ham - Bowlinq Gieen
*ww.n(wlovfifnwK.(oin

<^

SPRING DISCOUNT PACKAGES""
Ytbtravel com/jwrn
INCOME OPPORTUNITY
CALL 419/290-7804

Part Time Care PrOMder / STNA

?\

55

For Rent

Dancers Wanted" Need SSS. Make
big SSS Flex schedules No experience needed Must be 18 yrs Call
419-476-9616

2008-2009 Academic Year

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
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Resumes and Applications
currently accepted Monday
through Friday 10am to 3pm

The following positions are available:
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
SAVE LAKE ERIE
419-806-4298

Editor
Applications
for Editor of The BG News

Dist. across
Follower of Lao-tzu
Song for the choir
Marine mollusk
Elegant beauty
Bulrushes
Superman portrayer
Ball of yarn
Pueblo people
Buyer's caution
Anglo-Saxon tax
Bulgarian moola
Future atty.'s exam
Go right!
Dog tags. e.g.

1

Classified Ads

. . n - rve&iherighi to decline
discontinue <" revise an) advertisement
•mil ,i\ tiuiM.- found i*> I*1 detonator)
lacking hi factual basb. nusleadlngoi False
in nature \tl advrri ■■
io editing and approval

Terminate
Possessed
Part of GMC
Exercise location
Accepted fact
Captivate
Estimate
Sick
West Coast paper
Tale on a grand scale
Ecole attendee
Favored soprano
Sage
Ford flop of the fifties
Go away!

■

100 workers needed lor assembling
crafts, wood items or sewing Materials provided S480+ wk. Free info 24
hr 801-428-4677

M'xu.tt orientation, dtiabHhy ii.nu> as .1
utii.m in on tin IM«I-"I an) othci legall)
pinit. led 'Mttis

quote off the day...

42
43
44
45
46
48
51
52
55
58
59
60
61
62
63

BG

419-372-6977

Office

Blackjacks
Dominant male
Statuesque
Jack Homer's fruit
New Delhi wraps
Inter . (among others)
Springsteen's paper?
Fierce mythical bird
Upper crust
Concepts
Hardy
Pig's abode
Zermatt zigzag
Haughtily aloof
Sunday seat
Lawn-care need
Big. band instrument
Domesticate
Magic paper?
Sharp
Holm oak
Started a pot

'BARTENDING1 up Io S300/day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174

NEWS

The

t
5
10
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
25
26
28
29
32
33
35
36
39
40
41

37
38
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
53
54
56
57

• 343 S. MAIN ST: $805 plus utilities
532 ELM ST A AND B: $945 plus utilities
433 N. ENTERPRISE: $725 plus utilities
441 N. ENTERPRISE: $810 plus utilities

12

EN'S HOCKEY

:iy22 2008
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WAL-MART
SUPERCENTER
ALWAYS LOW PRICES

SAVINGS
• Bandanas
• Pom Pom*

131 West Gypsy Lane* 352-3776

• orange wijj
• and much more!

9.353.7732

